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What is the Carrying Capacity of the Deer Population?
Large range for all seasons. 
If Spring only than = 103  108
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Three different K's for different habitat conditions
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Stop the Spread Disease Lab Link 

Low Density 

High Density 
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Clumped

Uniform

Random

is a measurement of the number of individuals living in a defined space.

how a population is spread in an area.
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Clumped clustered together, creating 
patches with many individuals 
and some patches with no 
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Uniform 

Evenly 
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Random  individuals are arranged 
without any apparent 
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Attachments

3B Population Ecology.ppt




3B Population Ecology 

Ms. Darlak









9.63 units 



96.37 units



963.7 units of energy



9637 units 

   

		FILL IN THE ENERGY AMOUNTS FOR EACH LEVEL

		What occupies each of the trophic levels labeled a – d?



a.____________

b.__________

c.______

d.__________



*











Energy flows through ecosystems





sun

Producers (plants) 

First Trophic Level

Secondary consumers

(carnivores)

Third Trophic Level

Primary consumers

(herbivores)

Second Trophic Level



loss of 

energy



loss of 

energy
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Inefficiency of energy transfer

		Loss of energy between levels of food chain

		To where is the energy lost? The cost of living!





only this energy

moves on to the

 next level in 

the food chain

17%

growth





50%

waste (feces)

33%

cellular

respiration

sun

energy lost to

daily living

energy lost to

daily living
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Ecological Energy  Pyramid

		Loss of energy between levels of food chain

		can feed fewer animals in each level



10,000

1000

100
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sun
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  THE 10 % RULE  

1 unit of energy

10 units of energy

  100 units of energy

  1,000 units of energy

10,000 units of  energy

90% lost

90% lost

90% lost

90% of energy is lost at every level

% lost

90% lost

90% lost

90% lost

10 % of energy is passed to next Level















		A limiting factor is something that keeps the size of a population down. 



		Limiting factors can depend on the density of individuals in the population or not.
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Density-dependent limiting factors

		are affected by the number of individuals in a given area.



		Predation

		Competition

		Parasitism and disease





*











Density-independent limiting factors

		limit a population’s growth regardless of the density.



		unusual weather

		natural disasters

		human activities





*











Summary of Limiting Factors

Density Dependent   (K = carrying capacity)

A factor whose effects on the size or growth of population vary with the population density. 

Biotic factors

Food, Predators, Parasites, Disease,  

Density Independent

A factor that affects the size of a population independent or regardless of the population density. 

Abiotic factors

Air, water, temperature, weather. 







Growth Curves                                    

Exponential

		Unlimited growth

		J-shaped

		No limits to growth 

		Short term growth









		Exponential growth is a rapid population increase due to an abundance (lots of) of resources.
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Growth Curves

Logistic

		Growth limited by factor

		S-shaped

		Shows Carrying Capacity

		Shows long term growth









		Logistic growth is due to a population facing limited resources. 





*











		Carrying capacity is the maximum number of individuals in a population that the environment can support.

		This is due to limited resources (food, shelter, space)









More Realistic Curve



K1

K2









		A population crash is a dramatic decline in the size of a population over a short period of time.
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Population Growth

What is the rabbit population’s carrying capacity? ________

b) The population of rabbits between mid-May and mid-June is growing as fast as: (circle one)

		a turtle walking (super slow.)

		a student running late to class (fast!)

		you walking to class (slow.)

		Ms. Darlak running away from a mountain lion (super fast!) 	



c) What about the graph led you to circle the answer you chose in letter b?

K

65-67 rabbits







Carrying Capacity p.10

		As the number of lynx increases, the number of snowshoe hares: _____________.



 

		What is the scientific explanation for these results?



DECREASES







Population Ecology – Graph 1

		In what generation does this population reach its’ carrying capacity?



		24-25 generations













Population Ecology – Graph

		Limiting Factor



		Removal of Limiting Factor, leads to Overshoot



		Overshoot = magnifies density dependent limiting factors 









Overshoot and Dieback







Population Ecology – Graph 3  p.13

		P. caudatum decreasing



		P. aurelia outcompetes 



		K is higher when bacteria grown alone.



		Day 12 – P. auelia reaches K









Population Ecology – Graph 4  p.14

Moose Population greatest at 2500 in 1995

Wolf population depends on Moose

Canine parvovirus 











Each population has a density, a dispersion pattern, and a reproductive strategy.  
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Population Density

		Population density is a measurement of the number of individuals living in a defined space.









Dispersion Pattern     

Population dispersion refers to how a population is spread in an area.

There are three types of dispersion illustrated on the next slides:



*











Populations grow in predictable patterns. 



*











Uniform 

Evenly spaced



*











Random

 individuals are arranged without any apparent pattern



*











Clumped

clustered together, creating patches with many individuals and some patches with no individuals



*











Estimating Population Size

Mark/Recapture











Estimating Population Size

Rabbit Population Example



		http://www.biologycorner.com/flash/mark_recap.swf



		# Marked  =



10







Estimating Population Size

Mark/Recapture











		Trial Number		Number Captured		Number Recaptured with mark

		1		 4		1

		2		5		1

		3		2		1

		4		3		0

		5		5		1

		6		3		1

		7		4		2

		8		3		1

		9		5		1

		10		3		0

		Total:		37		9











































Estimating Population Size

		# Marked  =



		Estimate = (      )  X ( 10 )    = 



                                     (    )   

		Actual Rabbit Population Size =   



10

37

9

41.1

45







Warm-up 02/27

		Using the random sampling method.

		Estimate the population of trees found in this  1 km2  area? 







 Average # trees/plot = 

 9+9+9+8+8= 43/5 = 8.6

Estimate = average # multiplied by number of plots 

8.6 X 25 = 215 
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9

8

9
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Warm-up 2/24

		In our mark-recapture activity what would happen if….

		Marked Beans liked being handled so they were jumping in your hand to be captured?  Trap happy. 

		Will this cause an Overestimate or an Underestimate population?





		Marked Beans DON’T liked being handled so they were jumping out your hand to be captured?  Trap shy.

		Will this cause an Overestimate or an Underestimate population?

		







Estimate = ( 100 )  X ( 10 )  = 

                                     (5)   

200

Estimate = ( 100 )  X ( 10 )  =  

                                     (10)  

100

Estimate = ( 100 )  X ( 10 )  = 

                                     (5)   

200

Estimate = ( 100 )  X ( 10 )  =  

                                     (2)   

500











Estimating Population Size

Random Sampling 

		What if your population doesn’t move?

		Do not need to use Mark/Recapture?

		Can estimate population by random sampling









Random Sampling

		Perform 2xs 

		First with grid on p.17

		Second with Clumped grid (hand out)



		Uniform Population = 228

		Clumped = 119









More Realistic Curve



K1

K2
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